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This section suggests provisions for consideration during early planning stages,
broadly answering these questions:
• What housing typology may be suitable for accessible housing?
• What are the ideal features of a project site?
• Where are accessible dwellings ideally located within a development?
• What sort of footprint is needed for accessible dwellings?
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PART A

1. Building Typology
Key accessible dwelling types include:
•

Apartments

•

Villas, townhouses or detached dwellings, and

•

Group homes / cluster of units

Integrating accessible dwellings into apartment developments presents a number of opportunities and
challenges, as outlined below.

Brief Development
Apartments - Opportunities
Enhanced access already provided as a base in common areas.
•

 s Class 2 buildings - apartment developments will include a number of access features in common
A
areas, providing a base for enhancements as needed. Access features include level entries, wider
corridors and door widths, enhanced signage and inclusion of some accessible facilities.

•

 areful assessment of access to and access within common areas is needed to ensure functionality for
C
people with significant disability. This includes attention to physical layout, corridor widths, accessibility
and usability of the lift and technology, (including door automation), to ensure adequate access.
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Enhanced building systems offer increased safety and amenity.
•

 any apartment developments will incorporate building entry systems with security features that
M
improve occupant safety e.g. secure access via intercoms and remote unlocking to garages.

•

 ome developments may also include enhanced technology such as Wi-Fi accounts and
S
development-wide social platforms, which can provide additional options to aiding the
independence and social inclusion of people living with disability.

Dense population makes independent living more financially viable.
•

 ften people living with significant levels of disability are well able to carry out portions of their day
O
on their own without personal support, but may still require assistance at irregular times, to assist in
the event of an emergency or where unforeseen assistance is needed.

•

 he capacity to have access to paid onsite support at any time can be made financially viable by
T
several people sharing this service. A higher population density within apartment developments
allows for personal support to be more readily shared between a number of individuals in
separate dwellings.

Secure entry on the street and to each building with access via intercom, electric fobs (swipe) or infra-red remote control,
Abbotsford Housing Project.
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Brief Development
Apartments - Challenges
Higher level of building integration needed
A number of services and systems are generally needed within apartment developments, including
secure access systems, mechanical, hydraulic and electrical systems, as well as fire safety systems.

•

System and service components within the accessible dwelling should look and feel as similar as possible
to those used throughout the dwelling, to avoid accessible dwellings "standing out".

•

System and service components should also function as similar as possible within the accessible
dwelling as in other dwellings. This simplifies the complexity of future building maintenance and simplifies
the response needed in the event of an emergency – as systems are streamlined throughout the
development.

PART A

•

Concrete construction requires consideration of future customisations
•

Most apartment developments will use concrete construction, limiting the ease of future adaptation to and
within walls, floors and ceiling structure.

•

Consideration is needed around essential home features, including the range of possible ways each may
be used, and where this functional range may be limited by concrete (fixed) construction.

•

Locating plumbing connections (typically positioned within floors or walls) instead within false walls or
joinery will enable access and repositioning in future if needed.

Body corporate may impact the speed and ease of future modifications
•

Apartment developments are typically managed by body corporates, who are required to approve
alterations to common area facilities, shared building systems or structural works within a dwelling.
Incorporation of universal design and technology features into a development during construction will
minimise future possible interruptions to other occupants and minimise possible waiting periods for
approval of works, which may be necessary to allow a person to move into an accessible dwelling.

A false wall behind the toilet allows for alterations to plumbing, should an alternative toilet location better allow for independent
use, Hunter Housing Project.
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PART A

2. Site Selection
2.1 Site


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



2.1.1

Accessible public transport close by

Supports independent travel and
freedom to participate in civic life





2.1.2

Connected to health
and support services

Supports health and wellbeing





2.1.3

Connected to retail and civic facilities

Allows for connection with family,
friends and the wider community

   



2.1.4

Connected to education facilities

Allows for economic inclusion and
independence

   



2.1.5

Close to public open spaces

Supports inclusion in civic life,
social inclusion and wellbeing

   



2.1.6

Accessible terrain
(flatness, smooth pathways)

Supports safe and
independent travel





2.1.7

Accessible visitor parking

Supports visiting by family or
friends with enhanced access
needs



KEY



Social Inclusion



Amenity




Affordability



Homelike

Value Colour Code: Highly Desirable | Desirable

Physical Independence
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Brief Development
Value of Central and Connected Location
•

Private car travel may not be an option for some people living with disability. Health conditions or mobility
impairments may also make travel planning more complicated.

•

Some people will have a significantly higher need to access health services (hospitals, various therapies
and rehabilitation services) regularly.

•

Close access to public transport is needed to support physical access to services and the community.

At the zebra crossing, flush curbs and pathways support locals using wheeled mobility aids – Hunter Housing Project.

Brief Development
Public Transport Link
To maximise ease of use by people with a broad range of disability, public transport links will ideally be:

44

•

Rail or accessible light rail

•

Accessible buses with regular scheduling (as an alternative)

•

Ideally located within 800m of an accessible dwelling
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PART A

3. The Development
Note: This section may assist during the early design stages with siting and massing, or when selecting
dwellings off the plan for adaptation into accessible dwellings.

3.1 External Environment


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



3.1.1

Capacity for natural cross ventilation

Allows for control of internal
environment without energy and
supports wellbeing
[Outdoor connection]





3.1.2

Maximise north natural light

Maximises light while minimising
heat gains or losses
[Sensory design]





3.1.3

Engaging outlook to social space

Supports wellbeing of occupants
[Increased time at home]





3.1.4

Location away from noise sources

Supports privacy and wellbeing,
for occupants with increased
sensitivity [Physical experience]



KEY



Social Inclusion



Amenity




Affordability



Homelike

Value Colour Code: Highly Desirable | Desirable

Physical Independence
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3.2 Floor Levels


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



3.2.1

Dwellings located over range of floor
levels

Allows for mainstream ‘mix’ of
demographics, provides more
anonymity, privacy and independence





3.2.2

Dwellings located above one another with
same layout

Reduces design work and
simplifies building services



3.3 Dwelling Footprint Shape


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



3.3.1

Square or rectangular in shape

Allows more open plan layout,
increased flexibility and smaller
footprint to achieve circulation needs





3.3.2

Minimise internal or external articulation

Reduces possible obstructions and
capacity for wall damage



Two spaces (same sqm) with:
1 – long proportions
2 – square proportions

Usable circulation space

Indicative
turning
circle

Function

Impact of Spatial Proportions
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3.4 Dwelling Footprint Size
Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



3.4.1

Min. 60 sqm for one-bedroom dwelling

Allows for one occupant, one
accessible bathroom





3.4.2

Min. 70 sqm for 1.5-bedroom dwelling

Allows for one single occupant and
short-term (e.g. overnight) stay by family
/friend/ support person, one accessible
bathroom and one powder room





3.4.3

Min. 85 sqm for two-bedroom dwelling

Allows for two permanent occupants,
one accessible bathroom and one
second bathroom / powder room





3.4.4

Min. 95 sqm for three-bedroom dwelling

Allows for three permanent occupants
and one second bathroom





3.4.5

Where a dedicated dwelling provided for
support persons: Min. 40 sqm with one
bedroom

Allows space for desk setup, kitchen,
bathroom, bedroom. Dedicated
bedroom allows for rotating support
persons to work from the same base
(covering day and night)



60 sqm

70 sqm

85 sqm

PART A



95 sqm

Permanent occupant

40 sqm
Onsite Support

Short-term occupant (e.g. formal or
informal support)
Typical Minimum Dwelling Sizes (Apartments)
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3.5 Accessible Dwelling ‘Mix’
Note: This section applies particularly to Class 2 buildings (apartments).


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



3.5.1

5-10% of dwellings are accessible

Allows for mixed demographics
(more privacy and independence)
with some capacity to share cost
of support



Of the accessible dwellings:



3.5.2

Two-bedroom dwelling majority

Provides options for living with a
partner, friend or child





3.5.3

Some three-bedroom dwellings

Provides options for family living





3.5.4

Some one-bedroom dwellings

Provides options for people to live
on their own





3.5.5

1 on-site staff base

Provides options for support staff
to remain in close proximity to
supported individuals



10 project units
Brief Development
Value of Dwelling ‘Mix’
•

•

Mixing accessible and non-accessible
dwellings allows people with disability to
live within the broader community, and to
form local relationships on commonalities
separate to disability.
For individuals who pay for support, some
cost-efficiencies in purchasing support can
be gained if several individuals live in close
proximity to one another (i.e. one building)
and share this support.

L04

• spread ov

L03

! Options
! Indepen
! Non-ide

L02
L01
GF
Hunter Project Apartment ‘Mix’ Concept: 10 accessible
apartments (of 110 apartments in total) are spread over five
floors, affording occupants greater anonymity and privacy
within the development.

3.6 Private Open Space (balconies or courtyards)
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Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



3.6.1

External set-downs to (any) floor slabs

Supports flush internal-external
thresholds





3.6.2

Square-shape (rather than long and thin)

Enhances ease of access and
maximises options for use by a person
using a wheeled mobility device





3.6.3

Avoid extensive soft landscaping

Minimises maintenance required
by an occupant or property owner
and maximises trafficable space
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3.7 Common Area Circulation
Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



3.7.1

Compliance with Access to Premises
Standard

Required under NCC





3.7.2

Straight access paths with minimal turns

Supports ease of movement for
people using wheeled mobility
equipment. Minimises potential
wall damage where corner turns
are tight





3.7.3

Simple access path from lift to dwelling

Supports ease of locating the
dwelling entry, for people with
memory or cognitive impairment



PART A



Brief Development
Slab Design and Flush Thresholds
•

Achieving adequate waterproofing to balconies on slabs at external door thresholds may generally be
achieved via either of two means, as illustrated below.

•

A flat slab with upstand is more cost-effective but will make flush indoor-outdoor thresholds more difficult
or impossible to achieve, depending on the height of the upstand and internal space available for
ramping to AS 1428.1 (2009). The Standard allows for a ramp of maximum1:8 gradient, accommodating a
35mm vertical rise over a distance of 280mm.

Max. 1 in

35 mm

8 gradient

280 mm

Slab with set-down

Flat slab with upstand

Brief Development
Private Open Space
•

Part-covered balconies or winter gardens (outdoor areas which can open or close to the elements, often
via operable louvres) are likely to offer reduced maintenance requirements for occupants than private
courtyards with extensive soft landscaping.

•

Due to being fairly enclosed, winter gardens will have reduced waterproofing requirements at external
door thresholds. Hence in contexts where a slab with set-down cannot be achieved, winter gardens may
be an alternative to open balconies.

•

North and east aspects will best support greening of spaces for a homelike environment.
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4. The Accessible Dwelling
4.1 Spatial Provisions
Note: The table below summaries key spaces needed. Refer to each spatial element for detailed provisions.


Ref.

Dimensions

Provision

Value



4.1.1

14-15 sqm

Min. one accessible bedroom

¢¢Supports LHA



4.1.2

7-10 sqm

Min. one accessible bathroom / ensuite

¢¢Supports LHA



4.1.3

25-40 sqm

Accessible open-plan living and
dining space (incl. kitchen)

¢¢Supports LHA



4.1.4

6-7 lm*

Accessible kitchen. (* lineal metres)

¢¢Supports LHA



4.1.5

1200 x 800 mm

Accessible laundry

¢¢Supports LHA

(Continued next page.)

KEY



Social Inclusion



Amenity




Affordability



Homelike

Value Colour Code: Highly Desirable | Desirable

Physical Independence
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Ref.

Dimensions

Provision

Reason

Value



4.1.6

6-15 sqm

Min. one secondary
bedroom (flexible /
dedicated space)

Allows an individual to live with
family or friends, or receive short
stay / overnight support if needed





4.1.7

4 sqm

1 secondary bathroom
(2+bedroom
dwellings)

Allows a dwelling to be more easily
shared with others permanently or
short-term [Extended routines]





4.1.8

2 sqm

One powder room,
(unless a second
bathroom with toilet
provided)

Supports maintenance of social
relationships, as family and friends
can more easily visit. Note: The
table below summaries key spaces
needed. Refer to each spatial
element for detailed provisions
[Extended routines]





4.1.9

2-4m3

Accessible general
storage

Supports independent access to
personal and general stored items





4.1.10

1200 x 900 mm

Mobile equipment
storage niche

Allows for equipment to be parked
out of the way (removes clutter and
obstructions)





4.1.11

1550 x 1550 mm

Accessible private
open space

Provides access to outdoors for
social or recreational activities



4.2 Spatial Relationships


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



4.2.1

Accessible bedroom located on external
facade

Maximises opportunity for views and
fresh air

Townplanning



4.2.2

Direct access to accessible bathroom from
accessible bedroom

Gives privacy to those who need
hoisting transfer to move between
spaces





4.2.3

Direct access to accessible bathroom from
living space (unless second toilet provided)

Maintains privacy to bedroom as
visitors do not need to go through the
bedroom





4.2.4

Maximum natural light to kitchen and living
spaces

Supports mainstream amenity and
enjoyment of spaces where tasks take
longer to complete



Accessible bedroom
Secondary bedroom/sleepover
Accessible bathroom
Secondary bathroom
Open plan living, dining & kitchen
Private open space
Laundry
General store
Loose store niche
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5. Common Areas
Note: NCC will dictate access requirements to and within some common areas, depending on the building class
of dwelling. The suggestions below are in addition to any NCC requirements.

5.1 General


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.1.1

Compliance with AS 1428.2-1992

Greater circulation space
(corridors and doors) to enhance
ease of travel for wheeled mobility
users



KEY



Social Inclusion



Amenity




Affordability



Homelike

Value Colour Code: Highly Desirable | Desirable

Physical Independence
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5.2 Horizontal Circulation


Ref.



Provision

Reason

Value

Note: SDA Minimum Requirements do not
–
specifically address common areas.
The requirement below may raise issues
that are relevant to common areas also.
This provision is included for consideration
in regards to any communal spaces, such as
lounges or kitchens, etc.

SDA High Support

¢¢Supports SDA



5.2.1

950mm minimum clear opening width
doors to all habitable rooms



5.2.2

Auto-opening doors throughout,
integrated into building wide secured
access system

Supports safety and ease of
movement throughout the building
for people with limited mobility,
strength, reach or dexterity





5.2.3

Min. 1.5m clear width

Allows space for mobility and
evacuation equipment
[Assistive products]



Brief Development
Common Area Doors
The Access to Premises Standard requires
minimum dimensions on the continuous accessible
path of travel to each dwelling, including 850mm
clear opening doors. 950mm clear opening doors
will accommodate a wider range of aids and
equipment. [Assistive products]
Consideration is needed around which spaces
and alternative access paths would likely benefit
people living with disability and which areas
would consequently benefit from wider doors,
including doors to stairwells, bin rooms and other
service rooms.
Automatic sensor-operated doors, between shared lounge
and courtyard, Hunter Housing Project.

5.3 Vertical Transportation (Lift) – Quantity
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Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.3.1

One lift car per tower (every eight
storeys)

Limits possible traffic congestion
per lift





5.3.2

Multiple lifts to each floor

Allows for people using mobility
aids to egress, in the event of one
lift requiring servicing
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5.4 Vertical Transportation (Lift) – Emergency Power


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.4.1

Emergency power solutions to cater for a
minimum two-hour outage where the
welfare of participants is at risk.

–

SDA High Support

Emergency power to one lift in each
tower for min. two hours.

Allows for emergency egress of
people who are reliant on the
lift, in the event of a health or fire
emergency

¢¢Supports SDA

Fire-rated cabling

Supports use of lifts during a fire
(possible emergency egress for
people using wheeled mobility
aids)

¢¢Supports SDA





5.4.2

5.4.3

PART A

Note: While SDA Minimum Requirements
do not specifically address common areas,
the requirement above raises issues that
impact on the design of common areas.
These are noted below for consideration.

Brief Development
Use of Lifts during Fire
As the ABCB Handbook - Lifts Used During Evacuation (2013) states:
The evacuation of people using lifts, particularly from high-rise buildings has been identified as an issue that
requires relevant and uniform guidance.
This document identifies a wide number of issues that require consideration in contexts where lifts are to form
key egress routes – above and beyond power backup.
These considerations are complex and require the specific input of a fire engineer consultant in reference to
a specific project.

5.5 Vertical Transportation (Lift) – Lift Car


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.5.1

Min. internal car size 1.4 x 1.6 m

Allows space for mobility and
evacuation equipment
[Assistive products]





5.5.2

Lift door centrally located
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5.6 Vertical Transportation (Lift) – Controls


Ref.

Provision



5.6.1

Assistive technology ready.

Reason

Value
SDA High Support

Note: While SDA Minimum Requirements do not specifically address common
areas the requirement above raises issues that impact on the design of common
areas. These are noted below for consideration.



5.6.2

WIFI capability

Allows for alternative method of
control for people who cannot
reach or operate button controls

¢¢Supports SDA



5.6.3

Proximity sensor pre-wiring on each floor

Enables future calling of lift by
persons who cannot use standard
lift buttons, i.e. by remote
controlled device

¢¢Supports SDA



5.6.4

Two control panels in each lift, centrally
located on each side

Allows for side approach to
controls from LHS or RHS, without
requiring a 360-degree turning
circle (difficult for larger motorised
wheelchair user in limited space)
[Multi-sided approach]





5.6.5

Control panels offset 600mm from internal
corners and located between 9001100mm AFFL

Enables a multi-sided approach





5.6.6

Lift call buttons braille and tactile

Supports use by people with vision
impairment





5.6.7

Audible indication

Supports use by people with vision
impairment



See also Part C, Section 9: Materials and Finishes

Pre-wiring for future wall-mounted proximity
readers for handsfree control of the lift,
Hunter Housing Project.

Centre

A second set of doors (where appropriate) can
eliminate the need for a person using a wheeled mobilty
device to turn within the lift.
Where turning is not needed, smaller lifts may be less
problematic for people using mobility aids.

Control
panel
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5.7 Car Parking and Drop-off
See "Car Parking and Transfer Area" for Car Parking Requirements


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.7.1

Undercover drop-off area with circulation
space as per Car Parking Requirements.

Supports safety when transferring
in and out of vehicle

 



Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.8.1

Min. 3 sqm3 covered and secured
external storage

Allows for storage of spare
equipment, mobility devices, or
bulk goods (freeing up internal
space)





5.8.2

1500mm x 1500mm clear circulation
space forward of storage

Allows sufficient space for
independent access to stored
items for a wheelchair user



PART A

5.8 External Storage

5.9 Waste Disposal
See Part B, Section 2: Dwelling Entry - External Waste Disposal

5.10 Public Toilets


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.10.1

Separate male and female accessible
toilet facilities

Provides same amenity as nonaccessible standard facilities



5.11 Ancillary Features


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.11.1

Circulation paths overlap with shared
spaces

Allows for spontaneous social
connections and development of
natural relationships if desired
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Brief Development
Ancillary Features
Relatively minor interventions to the design of ancillary spaces can significantly enhance the capacity for
independent use by a person with wide-ranging abilities. An access consultant in consultation with people
living with a range of disabilities will best advise on the detailed design of these spaces.

Ancillary Features: A shared central courtyard with flush levels throughout, Hunter Housing Project.

5.12 Outdoor Amenities


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



5.12.1

Accessible BBQ (see below)

To allow use by a person using a
wheeled mobility device





5.12.2

Varied seating

To support range of occupants, family
members and friends with ranging
physical needs



(see below)
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5.12.3

Drinking fountains with dual-height
fixtures and levers

Enables use by a person with varying
stature, using various mobility devices,
and reduced dexterity





5.12.4

Bins with openings at an
accessible height

Enables use by persons in a seated
position and with reduced reach





5.12.5

Shade and shelter to external seating

Supports use by persons with increased
sensitivity - throughout the year





5.12.6

Varied play spaces
(see below)

Provides challenge and enjoyment for
children with a range of abilities





5.12.7

Dog waste collection at an
accessible height

Enables use by persons in a seated
position and with reduced reach





5.12.8

1500 x 1500mm circulation space
to each feature

Allows for easy access by a variety of
wheeled mobility users
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 Detailed Design
Varied Seating
Varied seating options to suit adults and
children with a range of physical abilities
may include:
Benches with or without backrests

•

 lternating left-handed and right-handed
A
armrests

•

Seating at a range of heights

•

 ombination of fixed seating and clear
C
space, to allow for people using wheeled
mobility devices to sit together with others
using non-accessible seating

•

Knee clearance below picnic tables to
allow use by people using wheeled
mobility devices

•

Intuitive design to support safe use by
people with sensory or cognitive
impairments [Sensory cues]

PART A

•

Above: Example of external seating, with varied options for use.

 Detailed Design
Varied Play Spaces

 Detailed Design
Accessible BBQ

Varied play spaces provide a choice of spaces of
varying heights, dimensions, textures, sounds and
complexity; to allow play by children with hearing,
vision or mobility impairment, developmental delay
or intellectual disability [Sensory cues].
See Appendices for links to further information on
play spaces.

Accessible BBQ features may include:
•

 500mm x 1500mm clear circulation space
1
forward of the BBQ

•

 nderbench knee-clearance as per AS 1428.1
U
(2009)

•

 ork surfaces at an accessible height
W
(850mm AFFL)

•

Clear and concise signage for intuitive use
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6. Onsite Support Provisions
6.1 General


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



6.1.1

One private space with
capacity for a single bed

Separate sleeping space allows for multiple staff to more
easily cover day/night shifts





6.1.2

Min. 950mm clear
opening entry doors and
any private gates

Allows entry to people using wheeled mobility devices
(e.g. for planned meetings or in the event of an emergency,
where any backup equipment is located in this space)





6.1.3

Min. 1200mm wide
corridor, between
skirtings

Allows entry to people using wheeled mobility devices
(e.g. for planned meetings or in the event of an emergency,
where any backup equipment is located in this space)





6.1.4

0-threshold transitions
throughout internal and
external areas

Allows entry to people using wheeled mobility devices
(e.g. for planned meetings or in the event of an emergency,
where any backup equipment is located in this space)





6.1.5

Electric strike* to entry
doors and any private gate

Allows for remote unlocking (and keyless entry) – if required
for support provision





6.1.6

Three additional DGPOs
and data points

To likely desk location, to support an office set up





6.1.7

Ground level location,
with private street access

Provides access for support staff, separate to main residential
entry, to enhance privacy for occupants receiving support



* difficult to retrofit in buildings with concrete walls. [Concrete construction]
KEY



Social Inclusion



Amenity




Affordability



Homelike

Value Colour Code: Highly Desirable | Desirable

Physical Independence
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